PM413

RUGER .45 AUTO MOON CLIP HOLDER
®

NOTE: The .45 AUTO moon clip holder is designed to work properly on a 1 to 1.75 inch dress belt
or similarly sized sling strap. A thicker or wider belt will spread the rounds apart and the force may
damage the clip holder.
The loaded moon clip locks into the clip holder with
three rounds indexed toward the front of the holder.
See Figure 1.

The clip holder should be positioned on the belt with
the Ruger logo facing outward and the bullets
pointed downward. See Figure 2a. The belt should
pass through the loaded clip and holder such that
three rounds are positioned on the outside of the belt
and three rounds are on the inside. See Figure 2b.
The simplest way to install the loaded clip holder on
the belt is to place the loaded moon clip into the
holder and lace the belt through the clip and holder
with the bullets straddling the top edge of the belt.
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The clip holder can be easily installed on the wearer’s belt with the loaded moon clip removed by
sliding the unloaded clip holder up under the bottom edge of the belt. See Figure 3a.

The loaded moon clip then can be locked into the clip holder by spreading the holder open with one
hand and positioning the loaded clip downward on the belt. See Figure 3b. The loaded clip needs to
be positioned with three rounds forward of the belt and three rounds behind.
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DRAWING THE LOADED CLIP FROM THE HOLDER

The loaded clip is designed to be drawn from the
holder by grasping the clip and rounds with the thumb
and middle finger and simply rocking the loaded clip
right and left without pulling up. (See Figure 4.) The
rocking motion cams the holder open, ejecting the
loaded clip.
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